
Episode 460 

The Chairman Has Returned After leaving Javier’s side, Suzanne told all of her team members on the 

flight what Javier had just offered them.  

After realizing they would receive such hefty benefits, everyone instantly got filled with excitement.  

Originally, they were worried that Javier might end up becoming another Nathaniel, providing them with 

ample payment but very restricted movements. But now that they found out, they would receive so 

many benefits and even get their freedom back. They were so pleased they could not believe their ears!  

One of them even tried to ask, “Mr. Kersey, I haven’t returned to my country for many years now, so I’d 

like to go back and visit my parents after we land.”  

Javier nodded. “Of course you can. Like I said, I’m not going to restrict your freedom. In fact, you can all 

leave this research team and go develop somewhere else after we land if that’s what you wish. My only 

condition is that you all ensure that whatever projects we have at the moment be kept a secret.”  

Javier may not have stated the consequences of leaking the secrets, but they all knew that Javier was no 

saint.  

Thus, everyone inside the plane was on cloud nine-some of them even began to dance around, finally 

stopping after being reminded they were inside a plane.  

Looking at how happy her colleagues were, Suzanne said, “I’m genuinely very happy seeing how happy 

they are when I’m their leader. Once again, thank you. Cheers!”  

Javier merely looked at the glass Suzanne raised toward him but did not clink it with his own  

glass.  

Instead, he gestured for her to lean her ear closer before he softly whispered, “I’m only doing all this 

because of you. Originally, I intended on pointing a gun at their heads, forcing them to do free labor for 

me. So, seeing how much I’ve done for you, don’t you think you should repay me with a little something 

more sincere?” Javier not only posed a question, but he even gently kissed Suzanne’s earlobe, leaving 

her beautiful face completely reddened. After that, she shyly said, “I knew you were up to something no 

good!” Javier chuckled and asked, “Why did you lean in when I asked you to then? Were you purposely 

giving me a chance?” Suzanne did not dare to clink her glass with Javier anymore and left. ‘If I stay near 

him for a moment longer, who knows what he might do to me…’ When the plane landed, Javier gave the 

entire team a half month’s worth of vacation. After all, it had been a very long time since they returned 

to their own countries, so Javier was allowing them to relax, whether it was to return home to visit their 

families or go out and play. Suzanne jokingly asked, “Are you not worried that we might all just 

disappear like lost little  

lambs now that you’re allowing us to roam freely?” Javier waved his hand. “It’s all right. The other lambs 

can disappear if they want to, but you’re an exception.”  

Suzanne shot a glare at Javier and left after picking up her luggage. She also had a temporary identity 

card in her hand.  



These identity cards were made after they landed due to Javier’s connections. Of course, all of the 

details on the cards were genuine.  

This way, they could take any means of transportation and go anywhere they wanted. At the very least, 

they wouldn’t be stopped from returning to their own homes. As for whether those little lambs would 

end up disappearing now that they had a chance to roam free, Javier knew that none of them would be 

willing to walk away from such huge benefits, plus they had already signed their agreements. Besides, 

even if one of them did try and cause trouble by revealing something about the research team, Javier 

knew they would be unable to escape since he was the one who had gotten them their temporary 

identity cards.  

Javier then drove Suzanne to the train station.  

During the journey, Javier said, “You shouldn’t lead your medical research team any longer. You should 

aim higher. I’ll help you establish a research facility under Reivaj Group, where you’ll be the director. 

Also, I’ll look into the related equipment and facilities required over the next few days.” Suzanne was 

excited. “So what you’re basically saying is that I’m being promoted. So, you’re going to have to call me 

Director Quinn from now on, right?”  

Javier nodded. “Of course. If you want, others could even address you as Mrs. Kersey!”  

Suzanne embarrassingly waved her fist. “Do you want me to punch you all the way to South Yugo?” 

Javier shook his head. “Come on, That place was dissolved in 1992. Do you even know where it is now?”  

Suzanne answered seriously, “I’ve got a GPS installed on my fists!”  

Javier lowered his head and looked at Suzanne’s slender legs. “I think you’ve got GPS installed on those 

as well. They keep attracting me to reach my destination.”  

Suzanne successfully landed a punch on Javier, but it did not send him to South Yugo. Instead, it left her 

feeling very embarrassed. ‘He’s such an *sshole! The biggest *sshole I’ve ever seen…’  

After dropping her off at the train station , Javier and Herschel drove for a few hours before returning to 

Sacred Virtues Hospital. During the time Javier had been away, Doug had managed to lead the hospital 

and officially got its name changed to Reivaj Hospital. When everyone found out that Reivaj Group 

owned Reivaj Hospital, their reputation increased once more.  

Reivaj Group’s film and automobile companies were already very famous. So much so that many stock 

buyers were wondering when they were going to go public so that they could earn  

a hefty profit from the company. After all, Reivaj Group was like a brand new unicorn in their eyes.  

In fact, this unicorn was very powerful with extremely decent growth patterns, making it a stock worth 

investing in.  

However, Reivaj Group had no intentions of going public. Javier had already set an iron-clad rule that 

they would never do this.  

If Javier had not done this, the force hiding behind the shadows would be able to attack them and cause 

huge problems the moment they went public.  



After returning to the hospital, Javier noticed the place was much busier than before, with people 

coming and going frequently. There were many more out-patients than when Javier had left previously. 

In fact, he had to wait twice before he could get into the elevator since it was packed both times.  

Finally, Javier entered his office and gave Doug a phone call, asking the latter to meet up with him.  

“You’re back, Mr. Kersey!”  

Doug obviously seemed very happy upon entering the office, as though there was some kind of huge 

news.  

Javier asked, “Why are you so happy that I’m back? You haven’t stirred up a huge pile of sh*t for me to 

come back and clean up after you, have you?” Doug laughed out loud. “Of course not. That will never 

happen! I will never betray your trust in me.”  

Doug knew Javier did not like to listen to details of what had happened, so he did not report everything 

that had happened recently.  

Javier had already noticed the hospital was now called Reivaj Hospital and had seen how much more 

business they were making inside.  

Doug was now planning on building new hospitals because the current one they had was completely 

packed up with all departments having their hands full. This was the influence of a good reputation and 

a problem that came along with the prosperity they were enjoying. Recently, their free treatment 

project was progressing well, with several poor patients being able to enjoy receiving treatments for 

free. The poor would provide the most genuine of comments, which allowed the hospital’s reputation to 

increase even higher after countless media platforms reported this. As for the medical expenses, Doug 

had made sure that he was in perfect control. He had done his best to develop some commercial 

projects for the hospital, which not only allowed him to cover the expenses from the free treatment 

project but even earned more and more profits, increasing the hospital’s capital. Doug had proven he 

was a very deserving leader solely based on how well he had handled this situation.  

However…  

“Why is Blissful Medical Group still alive? Haven’t you killed that Hayden insect yet?”  

Doug was still brimming with confidence when Javier asked this.  

“I was originally planning on squashing him flat, but since we need hospitals right now, and he just so 

happens to have a few of them, I thought I might let him live a little longer. Then, I’ll slowly skin his flesh 

since he still has a medicine manufacturing company and a research department under his group.  

“Plus, they’re all just shell companies. Although he has the facilities and the relevant staff members, the 

company isn’t manufacturing anything. As such, I thought we shouldn’t waste such decent resources. I 

am planning to kick them off at the moment, leaving behind the hospital to resolve our problem of 

having more and more patients coming in recently.” Javier arched his eyes into a smile after being 

introduced to Doug’s plans. “Excellent! You’ve read what I wanted to do. Alright, you don’t have to skin 

his flesh slowly. Have it all bought over immediately. I require them right now, anyway!” 

 


